
The commercial advantage of 
more women in the boardroom  

The retailers that are winning are 
walking in their customers’ shoes



Companies harnessing the power of diversity throughout their business, from the bottom to the 
top, do better. So, why is it still that not enough women in retail are able to climb the ladder? With 
the retail industry undergoing significant structural change at a pace never seen before, the focus 
of this report has never been so pressing. Change will not happen unless we come together as an 
industry, recognise more needs to be done and take effective action.

HELEN DICKINSON OBE, CHIEF EXECUTIVE, BRITISH RETAIL CONSORTIUM
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Diversity leads to better business results – fact.  
While this topic encompasses much more, this 
report focuses specifically on gender balance in 
retail. 

Large organisations can only survive in the long-
term if they find a way to really understand their 
customers, and put them at the heart of everything 
they do. How can any organisation whose customer 
base is predominantly female achieve this when 
only 20% of their executive team are women? 

The retail industry must resolve the gender balance 
issue, and it starts at the top. Leadership teams must 
walk the talk. They simply cannot understand their 
customers and employees if they don’t reflect them. 

Now is the perfect time to really effect this 
commercially imperative change. In partnership 
with Women in Retail, we’re thinking big - we’re 
passionate about turning the gender balance dial 
across all industries. So, this is just the beginning. 
We want to reinvigorate the momentum created 
by the Davies report and more recently, by industry-
specific initiatives like Jayne-Anne Gadhia of Virgin 
Money’s review into women in finance, and Retail 
Week’s Be Inspired campaign. 

With this report, we want to invoke positive action. 
Only together can industry turn the gender balance 
dial not just in the right direction, but get it to that 
centre spot. And as their employees and customers 
are predominantly female, we believe that retail is 
uniquely positioned to lead the way.

STEPHEN NEWTON,  
FOUNDER &  
MANAGING PARTNER,  
ELIXIRR 

Forewords  
from Women in Retail & Elixirr

Women in Retail is the leading community for 
accomplished and emerging leaders in the 
sector.  
Our purpose is to increase the number of 
women reaching their potential in senior 
leadership roles. Retailers that are winning are 
walking in their customers’ shoes. With 85% 
of purchase decisions made or influenced by 
women, those shoes are worn by women.

We highlight the staggering contradiction when 
comparing the number of women working in 
retail (60%) with the small number achieving 
executive board roles (10%). We see the damage 
this does to the customer experience and, as 
a consequence, the commercial performance 
of retail businesses. We talk about “walking in 
our customers’ shoes” and we don’t feel that 
enough retail businesses do this. It is apparent 
how poorly retailers are managing their talent 
pipeline.

We wanted to understand the reasons, share 
these widely and, together with the retail 
community, create a clear agenda for change. 
Our study uncovers the excuses made for the 
problem and proposes three priority actions for 
retailers to take to address the issue.

Thank you to our partner sponsor Elixirr for their 
work with Women in Retail in conducting this 
study, and to the 70+ accomplished retailers 
who have contributed and shared their views so 
generously.

KAREN RICHARDS (RIGHT), FOUNDER, &  
FIONA DAVIS (LEFT), DIRECTOR,  
WOMEN IN RETAIL
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Looking at these stats, you have to ask the  
question: how can UK retailers say they really  
know their people or their customers at all…?

The recent demise of some of Britain’s most iconic 
retailers has been attributed to them losing touch 
with their customers. Customers who are ~85% 
women. Would this have been the case if their 
executive team had better gender balance? Or  
if they had had a woman at the helm? We can’t  
help but wonder…

We have interviewed over 70 senior executives, both 
men and women, across 44 UK retailers, and all of 
them agreed that gender (as well as other forms of) 
diversity leads to better business results. Yet when 
asked specifically about gender balance inside 
their own companies, 72% of them felt that their 
company is still not doing enough. And everyone 
agreed that more can be done.

The fact is that women are opting out of the 
industry, taking their experience and expertise  
with them. Managing the pipeline of emerging 
leaders has never been so important for retailers.

Our interviews uncovered three common ‘excuses’ 
as to why gender balance in retail boardrooms 
has not been achieved. Like any excuse, there 
is a reality that prevails. This report identifies 
these realities and proposes a number of positive 
recommendations.

These common excuses highlight three key 
themes: inclusivity, empowerment and flexibility. 
Inclusivity is the first big step. By achieving a culture 
of inclusivity at the top, retail organisations will 
naturally begin to achieve empowerment and 
flexibility. It is for this reason that we call on all 
retailers to commit to implementing three priority 
actions, aligned to inclusivity, in order to kick start 
effective change: 

1.  Set gender balance targets, and continue to 
measure and report on them

2.  Make a deliberate decision to always consider 
female candidates for recruitment and 
promotion into key executive positions

3.  Appoint an Executive owner who is accountable 
for driving the gender diversity agenda at all 
levels, with a particular focus on the pipeline  
of emerging leaders.

Executive summary

60% of people employed by the retail industry are women. 85% of all 
retail purchases are made or influenced by women. Yet only 20% of 
executive teams, and just 10% of executive boards are women.* 

2.1. 3.

Inclusivity EMPOWERMENT flexibility

*   These figures are based on Elixirr analysis of the retailers listed in the FTSE 350. We define executive teams to be the CEO and his/
her direct reports. We define the executive board as the appointed board directors, excluding non-executives.
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Retail is fast-paced and action driven. But it 
seems that when it comes to gender-balanced 
boardrooms, it’s a lot of talk, some action, but no 
significant change. The industry has been in crisis 
for a number of years now – clearly something is 
not working. 

Achieving gender-balanced leadership is not a 
retail specific issue. What is specific to retail is that 
60% of employees and ~85% of customers are 
women. Because of this, we strongly believe that 
retailers have a very real opportunity to lead the 
way for other industries.

Organisations outside retail, such as Aviva, have 
already pledged to ensure at least 30% of their 
executive committees are always female. The 
financial services industry as a whole has come 
together to create a Charter – a commitment by  
HM Treasury and signatory firms to achieving 
gender balance. 

 
Building on this momentum, we call upon 
all retailers to collaborate together and 
do the very same thing in 2016: draw up 
an industry-wide Charter that pledges to 
achieve gender balance at all levels of their 
organisation. This report presents initial 
findings and recommendations. Its call to 
action for the industry is to drive positive 
change.

This has become a commercial imperative. Now is 
the time to capitalise on the positive action retailers 
are famous for… before any more of our cherished 
British brands disappear.

Retail is becoming more sophisticated 
with a need to have people who are more 
thoughtful in the execution of the strategy 
and don’t necessarily think they have 
the answer straight away. Diversity in the 
team leads to a better discussion with 
greater understanding before reaching a 
conclusion. I definitely see a correlation 
between, (business) performance and 
diversity.

SIR CHARLIE MAYFIELD,  
CHAIRMAN, JOHN LEWIS PARTNERSHIP

We recognise that the future of our 
business is the customer and our people, 
and diversity will play a massive part in 
that.

NATASHA ADAMS,  
UK HR DIRECTOR, TESCO

Diversity is an explicit part of our 5 year 
plan to reflect our customer base… The 
companies that get it are creating a 
competitive advantage.

MARTIN MEECH, GROUP PROPERTY 
DIRECTOR, TRAVIS PERKINS

I wholeheartedly agree that any team is 
enhanced by having different perspectives 
– diversity in its broadest sense – gender, 
ethnicity, age, socio economic background, 
etc.

ANGELA SPINDLER,  
CEO, N BROWN GROUP
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Retailers have turned the dial  
the wrong way
Interestingly, retail leads the way in achieving 
gender diversity at non-executive board level  
– 24% of the board across FTSE 350 retailers are 
female. This is comparable to 23% in financial 
services, 20% in media and 18% in oil and gas (in 
2011, Lord Davies called for 25% for the UK FTSE 100 
by 2015). The Davies report has made a big impact 
on improving gender diversity at this level, but now 
the focus needs to expand to executive level. 

Last year only 15% of 45 retail CEO hires were 
women. That’s less than 7 out of 45. In 2014, it was 
25% and in 2013, it was 18%. In retail, the dial is 
turning the wrong way – and it’s a long way from 
the centre.

But, why? The pipeline of talent is there – over half 
of employees in the UK retail industry are women. 
The customer base is predominantly women, and 
now more than ever, we as customers demand to 
be understood. It appears that retailers are missing 
out on a huge competitive opportunity by not 
ensuring their executive leadership includes more 
women.

My typical customer demographic is 
female – with the best will in the world, I 
am unlikely to understand the issues they 
face!

AIDAN CONNOLLY, CFO, WILKO

WERE WOMEN?

WHAT PERCENTAGE OF
RETAIL CEO HIRES

2015 15%
2014 25%
2013 18%
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Like any other industry, retailers agree that gender 
diversity = better business results. More women in 
the boardroom means higher representation, more 
discussion and more diversity of thought, leading 
to a broader viewpoint. 

We’ve all seen the stats that prove the commercial 
benefit of a gender diverse firm. As demonstrated 
by the Peterson Institute for International 
Economics and EY, when companies increased the 
number of women on the board from 0 to 30%, 
net margin increased by 6 percentage points. On 
a more macro scale, a McKinsey Global Institute 
study discovered that $12 trillion could be added to 
global GDP by 2025 by advancing gender diversity. 

There have been several successful retail business 
turnarounds led by women. Think Burberry under 
Angela Ahrendts, N Brown under Angela Spindler, 
and Bonmarché under Beth Butterwick. There’s 
also Carol Meyrowitz of TJX Companies and Judith 
McKenna of Walmart, who have led successful 
growth stories. 

Retailers like Best Buy, who have turned themselves 
around, and John Lewis, who deliver consistent 
performance, are both led by an executive team 
with good gender balance. And what about the 
successes of companies founded by women? Think 
Sweaty Betty, The White Company, Seraphine and 
Jojo Maman Bébé. Clearly, female leaders have a 
significant contribution to make to the economy as 
a whole.

Retailers undoubtedly understand this. Virtually all 
of our interviewees agreed that gender (and other 
forms of) diversity leads to better business:

All strong businesses are grounded in 
innovation and ideas. If everyone is the 
same, how can ideas flourish?

SARAH WILLETT, HR DIRECTOR,  
SHOP DIRECT

I definitely endorse that any business will 
be better as a result of gender and other 
kinds of diversity. I have become even 
more conscious as I have a 16 year old 
daughter and it is now much more front of 
mind for me.

ANDY BOND, CHAIRMAN, PEP&CO

Homogeneity when approaching a 
problem isn’t healthy, and differences in 
opinion adds to a more rounded debate.

MEG LUSTMAN, CEO, HOBBS

Retailers agree: gender diversity  
= better business results
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With disruption from new entrants, downward 
pressure on margins, more demanding customers 
than ever before, and limited growth prospects, 
retailers continue to face tough times. The recent 
demise of some iconic British brands provides yet 
more evidence of this. Many retail organisations 
are undergoing large-scale transformations to help 
them continue to compete in this challenging and 
ever-changing consumer environment. It seems 
that diversity has taken a backseat, as it is not seen 
as a quick fix.

But tough times are the very reason that now is 
precisely the right time to focus on diversity and 
inclusion, and more specifically, gender balance 
at the top. When the going gets tough, you need 
to walk in your customers’ shoes. And who will 
fit better in those shoes than women? And when 
you are hit from all angles by competitors and 
disruptors, you need outside-in thinking and 
different perspectives. What better way to get  
these different perspectives than more diverse 
(female) representation at the top?

Our interviewees agree it needs to be more than 
lip service. Embracing gender balance needs to be 
real, not a PR programme. It needs to start from  
the top, and executive leadership needs to drive  
it. Otherwise, nothing will ever change.

Given the speed of change in the world 
of the consumer, retailers have a lot to 
focus on to ensure they keep up with their 
customer. Balancing all of the focus areas 
– channel, price, product, experience… 
it is easy to allow the people-related 
workstreams to slip down the agenda. 
Having a diverse colleague and leadership 
base in an organisation that best reflects 
customers has to remain a priority.

FIONA BRIAULT, DIRECTOR FOR PEOPLE,  
PROPERTY & JOINT VENTURE 
PARTNERSHIPS, THE VETS GROUP,  
PETS AT HOME

In retail and specifically in grocery you 
just hear lots of excuses – there is a lack 
of investment because the leadership has 
the “excuse” of needing to focus on this 
year’s results, however this is true of all 
companies / all industries.

SENIOR EXECUTIVE, GROCERY RETAILER

Diversity is not about a policy, but it is part 
of our culture.

WENDY HALLETT MBE, OWNER & 
MANAGING DIRECTOR, HALLETT RETAIL

Diversity is about mindset, culture and 
leadership from the top. This is much more 
powerful than any policy.

SONIA ASTILL, DIVISIONAL HR 
DIRECTOR, TRAVIS PERKINS

Gender diversity is not a policy or a 
programme, it’s an attitude.

FEMALE MANAGING DIRECTOR, 
SPECIALIST RETAILER

Failing to fully embrace and adopt this attitude today is likely to be a death sentence for retailers in 
the long term.

Prioritising gender diversity:  
the time is now
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Despite universal recognition of the benefits of 
gender diversity from the leaders we talked to, their 
belief is clear: retailers are just not doing enough to 
achieve gender balance at leadership level. 

When asked specifically about their own companies, 
72% of interviewees felt their current company is 
not doing enough. Split this by category and we 
uncovered a staggering difference between grocery 
and fashion. 100% of grocery retailers felt their 
companies are not doing enough, while only 44% 
of their fashion counterparts (and 57% of other 
sectors), felt the same way. Everyone agreed that 
more can be done.

So, before we explore what the senior executives we 
spoke to think the challenges are, what can be done 
and how, let’s first understand more about how 
they rose up the ranks to become leaders in retail...

AT LEADERSHIP LEVEL?

IS YOUR COMPANY
DOING ENOUGH TO ACHIEVE 
GENDER BALANCE

GROCERY
NO 100%
FASHION
NO 44%

Women in Retail & Elixirr | Retailers are not doing enough

Retailers are not  
doing enough
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In my experience, the smaller 
retailers do it much better. We’re 
much more customer-centric 
and realise that our colleagues 
are also our customers. Smaller 
retailers are much more in touch 
with their workforce and the 
value that they bring, whereas 
larger retailers seem not to be 
as close to the people at lower 
levels who are really making a 
difference.

JACQUELINE GOLD CBE  
CHIEF EXECUTIVE  
ANN SUMMERS

Women in Retail & Elixirr | The commercial advantage of more women in the boardroom
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How today’s leaders  
reached the top
FIGURE 1 : CAREER INFLUENCING FACTORS

We asked all of our interviewees to rate how much different factors had helped them progress in their careers. 

In addition to the list in Figure 1, hard work, resilience and perseverance were all commonly noted by our interviewees as influential in 
their journey to the top.

1  In this case, sponsorship means having an advocate in the senior team who actively supports the individual, by giving them the 
opportunities to demonstrate their full capabilities.

Women in Retail & Elixirr | How today’s leaders reached the top

5432

My experience  
and expertise

Sponsorship from  
senior leaders

Luck – right timing

Networking internally

Real culture of inclusion  
within the organisation

Having a role model

Flexibility

Networking  
externally

Mentoring

MEN

WOMEN

not a factor critical factor

Both genders agreed on the most important career influencing factors: experience and expertise, and 
sponsorship from senior leaders1. It is where there are marked differences in opinion between the men and 
women we spoke to that it becomes interesting...

1
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EXPERIENCE & EXPERTISE

Women rated this as more important than men 
did. It’s widely acknowledged that women will put 
themselves forward for a new position only when 
they are confident they can do at least 80% of the 
role, whereas men will put up their hands if they 
think they can do 20%. These results seem to agree 
with this.

INCLUSION

On top of experience and expertise, the only other 
factor that women rated as more important than 
men did was inclusion within their organisation. We 
call this finding out as it indicates that women are 
still experiencing non-inclusive cultures.

LUCK OR SPONSORSHIP?

Interestingly, the only factor that men rated as 
obviously higher in importance than women did was 
luck – right timing. Do men feel they are presented 
with more opportunities than women do? Or do 
men get ‘lucky breaks’ more often as they’re more 
inclined to go after them than women are? 

Men rated luck as being equally important to 
sponsorship from senior leaders. For women, 
sponsorship was much more important than luck. 
Neither gender attributes their success to luck over 
experience, but it appears women do not feel as 
‘lucky’ as men do.

Traditionally, the industry was all about 
retail operations, which brought on a 
very tell and do style, which led to big 
charismatic autocratic personalities. This 
was the traditional profile of successful 
leaders, which tended to be male. So 
breaking through that is a challenge.

ANGELA SPINDLER, CEO, N BROWN 
GROUP

I believe the problem at  
senior levels is that there are talented 
women, but for some reason they aren’t 
pushing for the jobs as much as the men. 
As leaders we need to actively sponsor and 
support women to have the confidence to 
take on the next role.

MATT KELLEHER, MANAGING DIRECTOR, 
MORRISONS.COM

I believe that one of the key factors that has 
supported me in being the experienced 
leader I am today, is the support, 
mentoring and sponsorship I have had 
from other great leaders along the way…
They encouraged me to be curious, believe 
in myself and ‘shoot for the stars’. People 
have often commented that being a CEO 
is a lonely life. I would disagree and this in 
part, is down to the amazing individuals 
that continue to sponsor me today.

BETH BUTTERWICK, CEO, BONMARCHÉ

If all the organisations our interviewees have worked 
for over their careers had gender balance at the top, 
would these factors have been rated identically by 
both genders?
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Why don’t we 
have gender  
balanced  
leadership  
in retail?

THE 3 PREVAILING EXCUSES

One grocery executive we spoke to used 
the word “excuses” when describing 
moving focus away from gender diversity 
in favour of other business priorities. We 
really liked the power of this word, so we 
have chosen to use it when presenting 
the barriers to change identified by our 
interviewees.

None of these barriers are new, but clearly 
they are very real and they permeate 
across the retail industry. To have any 
chance of removing them, we must tackle 
them head on. This is because, like any 
excuse, there is a reality that prevails. By 
identifying this reality, positive solutions 
can always be found.

If you feel you have to morph into something  
else then you are not working at your best. It 
is particularly hard in some of the functional 
areas which are more male-dominated and 
you often see women feeling compelled 
to display more male behaviours such that 
they are not being true to themselves.

JO WHITFIELD, CFO, THE CO-OP RETAIL

This perpetuates a vicious cycle as the pipeline 
inevitably continues to fill with similar personality 
types. We heard the phrase ‘she-man’ many times 
during our interviews, as people talked about how 
it’s not uncommon for women to feel that they need 
to demonstrate more stereotypically ‘male’ traits in 
order to make it to the top.

THE ‘NUMBERS DISADVANTAGE’ AKA THE BOYS CLUB

Coined as a ‘numbers disadvantage’, it was 
acknowledged by many of our interviewees that  
there is a lack of female role models at the top of  
retail organisations, particularly ones that are accessible 
and relatable. Without a prevalent and diverse set of 
female role models, it becomes hard to pave the way 
without succumbing to changing your personality  
style so that you can ‘join the club’.

Inclusivity

EXCUSE #1. . .

Women in Retail & Elixirr | Excuse #1

Leaders in retail need to accept that 
displaying traditional ‘superhero’ behaviour 
is no longer what works. The retailers 
that will gain commercial advantage in 
what remains a tough environment are 
embracing a more collaborative, thoughtful 
leadership style – moving from overtly 
masculine to less obviously so.

SIR IAN CHESHIRE, CHAIRMAN, 
DEBENHAMS
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Be true to yourself. Don’t try and be a man 
just because you have only ever seen men 
succeed in the past. That’s not the only 
way. It’s about authenticity – do it your way.

JACKI CONNOR, HR DIRECTOR RETAIL & 
OPERATIONS, SAINSBURY’S

Get your voice heard and be proud of your 
contributions. State what you want without 
being alpha female. Use the wonderful 
qualities of being a woman to forge 
relationships.

SALLY HEATH, ECOMMERCE DIRECTOR, 
NEW LOOK

An astounding 55% of our interviewees stated  
that ‘being different’ was a significant challenge  
in rising to the top. Interviewees recognised that 
some progress has been made, but it’s clear that 
non-inclusive behaviours still very much exist. 

Interestingly, this was mainly highlighted by the 
men we spoke to, who seemed to be much more 
comfortable in flagging non-inclusive behaviour  
and calling it out:

Life in big corporates is not about taking 
risks – people won’t risk promoting people 
who aren’t like them… men see promoting 
women as a risk and until you change that 
perception, it (gender diversity) will  
move slowly.

AIDAN CONNOLLY, CFO, WILKO

At senior levels, recruitment in general is 
rather conservative. Because most CEOs 
have been men in the past, the view of who 
you want tends to be shaped like a man. 
Unfortunately, I think we will have to use  
a certain amount of ‘force’ to break 
through that.

STEPHEN ROBERTSON, NON-EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR, TIMPSON GROUP

Although the women we spoke to have risen to 
the top of their organisations, some told us about 
another hurdle they faced when they got there: 
The City. Retailers are increasingly publicly owned 
or owned by private equity firms. One woman we 
spoke to admitted to feeling intimidated during  
an interview for a CEO position at a private  
equity-owned retailer when she was faced by  
a panel of seven men. 

Even in 2016, it seems that the Boys Club still 
exists.

There is no doubt that there is still some 
‘old school’ attitudes and the legacy of 
sexism that women face in retail.

MALE SENIOR EXECUTIVE,  
LIFESTYLE CLOTHING RETAILER

Inclusivity

When asked to provide advice to emerging leaders, 
this was what our interviewees felt most strongly 
about. They championed that there is greater 
power in authenticity and encouraged emerging 
leaders to embrace their strengths, regardless of 
whether those strengths are stereotypically ‘female’ 
or ‘male’ traits.
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You need proper commitment from 
the CEO and top team to keep it on 
the agenda. Leaders need to be held to 
account to developing a more diverse 
workforce.

SONIA ASTILL, DIVISIONAL HR 
DIRECTOR, TRAVIS PERKINS

I have not made up my mind on positive 
discrimination – maybe this is the way to 
do it, to make a difference? Having a quota 
for NEDs has changed the landscape. 
Change doesn’t happen quickly unless you 
make it change.

FIONA HOLMES, MANAGING DIRECTOR, 
FIGLEAVES

The main thrust should be at the executive 
level. There has been good progress with 
numeric targets at non-executive level. 
Businesses respond to numeric targets, so 
perhaps this is the way to go at executive 
level as well.

ANDREW HIGGINSON, CHAIRMAN, 
MORRISONS & CHAIRMAN, N BROWN 
GROUP

It’s about having a healthy ambition and 
measuring and reporting progress with 
leadership from the top.

EMMA FOX, COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR, 
HALFORDS

THE BOYS CLUB CAN BE DISBANDED

Encouraging emerging leaders to take power from 
their authenticity will only work if the Boys Club is 
disbanded. It’s simple. Self-perpetuating, non-
inclusive behaviour needs to be stamped out, and 
quickly. Retailers must shake up the status quo and 
re-focus on their culture, attitudes and behaviours. 
Customers may aspire to buy exclusive brands, 
but no customer wants to buy from non-inclusive 
brands.

The first giant leap towards inclusivity starts at the 
top. Retailers must make a deliberate decision to 
have a gender-balanced boardroom. They must 
commit to always considering female candidates 
when recruiting and promoting into executive 
positions. Like many, we do not advocate quotas 
as we don’t want to see tokenism. That being said, 
we all know that what gets measured gets done, so 
retail leaders should set gender balance targets, and 
continuously measure and report on them.

Inclusivity

THE REALITY. . .

Women in Retail & Elixirr | Excuse #1 – the reality

Inclusivity
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There needs to be more open 
communication about it (diversity) – 
acknowledging that there are differences 
between men and women. The political 
correctness we try to have on the topic has 
sometimes been more of a hindrance than 
a help.

ANDREW HIGGINSON, CHAIRMAN, 
MORRISONS & CHAIRMAN, N BROWN 
GROUP

Kate Bostock, former head of clothing at Marks & 
Spencer, is brave in her public message. She hasn’t 
asked the question, rather simply stated that M&S 
would be best run by a woman because the vast 
majority of its customers are women. New CEO, 
Steve Rowe, has changed the tone, vowing to win 
back the hearts and minds of their customers – 
dubbed as “Mrs M&S” – stating “we need to cherish 
and celebrate her and make sure we’re giving her 
exactly what she needs at the right time”.

Every retailer is starting from a different position. 
Some retailers we spoke to have the opposite 
gender balance problem – over 80% female 
employees and a female-dominated executive team. 
They have no problem making the explicit decision 
to look for male candidates, and adapting their 
recruiting activities to achieve this. So why do some 
companies still feel it inappropriate to make the 
deliberate decision to look for female candidates? 
It’s the same quest for equality and diversity of 
thought.

It goes without saying (but we’ll say it just to be clear) 
that this does not mean a compromise in quality. The 
talent pool exists; retailers simply need to remove 
the hurdles that are stopping women from taking 
their deserved seat at the boardroom table. Appoint 
an Executive owner who is accountable for driving 
the gender diversity agenda at all levels, with a 
particular focus on the pipeline of emerging leaders. 
Make it part of the corporate governance structure.

The message to accomplished and emerging female 
leaders? Celebrate the individuality of those around 
you – whether male or female. Understand and play 
to your strengths, regardless of whether they are 
seen as stereotypically ‘female’ traits, particularly the 
ones that fill the gaps of a wider team.
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Inclusivity: case studies

KINGFISHER & MORRISONS
Both retailers have made conscious decisions to 
reflect their customers and colleagues in senior 
management roles. Kingfisher made its top team 
predominantly female and is led by a female 
CEO. Morrisons has made huge changes to the 
management of its supermarkets by increasing the 
number of women in leadership teams.

N BROWN GROUP & TRAVIS PERKINS
At N Brown Group, they ensure that women are 
considered for all key positions. This is not positive 
discrimination, rather it’s being conscious that 
female candidates are always in the interview pool. 
At N Brown, four out of six executive positions are 
filled by women, and for the non-exec, it’s four 
out of nine. Travis Perkins also always ensure that 
there are female candidates on the shortlist when 
recruiting.

JOHN LEWIS PARTNERSHIP
The John Lewis Partnership board is 33% women, 
and the culture in both John Lewis and Waitrose is 
about inclusivity. Gender diversity is actively talked 
about and endorsed from the top. When it is part 
of the attitude and culture, it is much more likely to 
turn the dial than any ‘initiative’ can. They believe 
in “bringing your whole self to work”, and celebrate 
different types of leaders… that are not typically 
male-shaped.

A former John Lewis executive highlighted that 
their co-ownership model drives a different type of 
culture – one that fosters and celebrates a leadership 
style that is not aggressive or over prescriptive.

They have just conducted their first ‘Bring Yourself 
to Work Week’ featuring all aspects of diversity 
including gender, ethnicity and disability. It was 
about talking and sharing stories. Partners across all 
levels got involved and “it was a very powerful week”. 

Disbanding the Boys Club: in action

Women in Retail & Elixirr | Inclusivity – case studies

Achieving a gender-balanced board is a critical step in changing an organisation’s culture to one of inclusivity. 
There are other relatively easy things that retailers can do to mark a significant change in their culture. 
For example, the executive team of one leading retailer we spoke to sent a powerful message to their 
organisation recently by moving out of their offices and into the middle of an open plan space  
– a physical demonstration of openness, transparency and inclusion.

The world is changing so much. Historically, 
retail was distribution focused but it is 
now a matrix and much more about the 
whole organisation capability. This requires 
greater diversity of leadership styles.

SIR CHARLIE MAYFIELD, CHAIRMAN, 
JOHN LEWIS PARTNERSHIP
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DEBENHAMS  
Debenhams host ‘Learning at Work Weeks’, where 
leaders shared their personal career journeys in the 
spirit of having open conversations and bringing 
one’s whole self to work. Senior leaders, male and 
female, openly share their experiences to foster a 
more inclusive environment. 
 

ACHIEVING INCLUSIVITY 
By achieving a culture of inclusivity at the top, 
retail organisations will naturally begin to achieve 
the other key themes highlighted in this report: 
empowerment and flexibility. The call to action is 
clear: it’s time to disband the Boys Club.

And it’s not just a call to action for retailers. Private 
equity firms, executive search firms and the media 
have a powerful role to play in turning the gender 
balance dial and disbanding the Boys Club. Private 
equity firms should take a fresh look at how they 
hire leaders for their portfolio companies. Executive 
search firms have a responsibility to challenge the 
recruitment profiles of their retail clients, ensuring 
they always include female candidates. And last but 
by no means least, the media. Journalists can play 
a very powerful role in raising the profile of senior 
women – at a minimum by always trying to quote  
a female leader alongside a male.

One of the main reasons I joined  
Debenhams was because of the number  
of successful senior women, many of whom 
have families. They are relevant role  
models and in turn, I am a role model to 
others myself.

PAULINE WELSH,  
DIRECTOR OF MERCHANDISING  
– WOMENSWEAR, DEBENHAMS

Retailers need to ‘cross the Rubicon’ and 
address what is stopping women from 
progressing. We must not turn a blind eye 
to inappropriate behaviours – we will not 
make a breakthrough until we address the 
core issues, not just pay lip service.

ANDREW MOORE,  
CHIEF MERCHANDISING OFFICER, ASDA

Women in Retail & Elixirr | The commercial advantage of more women in the boardroom
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Empowerment 

THE CONFIDENCE CONUNDRUM

It’s pretty widely acknowledged that women have more of a tendency to openly display their self-confidence 
challenges than men do. And our interviewees seemed to agree.  

Often I have to tell males that they are 
not ready but I typically (have to) convince 
women they can do it.

FEMALE PERSONNEL DIRECTOR,  
LEADING SUPERMARKET

We recognise that there are different 
techniques to attract women, as males and 
females approach job interviews differently. 
When interviewing women, I will ask them 
what they are good at, when interviewing 
men, I will ask what are they not good at.

MARTIN MEECH, GROUP PROPERTY  
DIRECTOR, TRAVIS PERKINS

Even though only 15% of our interviewees 
mentioned a lack of self-confidence and self-belief 
as a challenge they faced when rising to the top, over 
55% provided advice to emerging leaders about it:

Like many women, I’ve worked through 
moments of self-doubt and come through 
all the better for it.

MEG LUSTMAN, CEO, HOBBS

We need to understand why women don’t 
put themselves forward – at Halfords, we 
conduct listening groups with colleagues.

EMMA FOX, COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR, 
HALFORDS

At some point, all good leaders just have to 
make it up. If you think it is the right thing 
to do, get on with it.

DAVID PALMER, BUSINESS SOLUTIONS 
DIRECTOR, KINGFISHER

Don’t feel you have to absolutely know 
everything to move to the next level or role 
– you will never really know until you get 
there anyway.

BUYING & MERCHANDISING DIRECTOR, 
FASHION RETAILER

Believe in yourself, be authentic in who you 
are and have the courage to put yourself 
forward. As women we want to have it all, 
but we do have to make choices and be 
happy with the choices we make.

BETH BUTTERWICK, CEO, BONMARCHÉ

Success is borne from new roles and new experiences – how do we push women to believe in themselves 
enough to actively search for and reach for new opportunities? 

It seems clear that the confidence conundrum continues to hold talented women back, and retailers 
need to take action to stop it from doing so.

EXCUSE #2 . . .

Women in Retail & Elixirr | Excuse #2
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I have had to virtually order very 
capable (female) regional managers 
to apply for Ops Director roles 
because they felt they weren’t ready 
when they were more than ready. 
There is an underlying issue here 
that does require a bit of positive 
discrimination to offset. The people 
making the appointments need to 
be aware of this inherent bias.

SIR IAN CHESHIRE,  
CHAIRMAN, DEBENHAMS

Women in Retail & Elixirr | The commercial advantage of more women in the boardroom

EMPOWERMENT
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Empowerment 

The pace of change in retail means that jobs are 
changing quickly, and it is people with particular 
skills, mindsets and strengths that will be able to 
keep up, not just specific experience. Retailers must 
become proactive in seeking out and recognising 
talent who do not recognise it in themselves. This 
means leadership actively sponsoring talented 
females and pushing them to take opportunities to 
move to the next level, which may be outside of their 
confidence comfort zone.

Actively look for the female talent in the 
organisation and recognise how good they 
are. So often women fail to appreciate and 
acknowledge their own strengths. Retail 
needs to actively identify competencies in 
the workforce regardless of gender and in 
doing so, give opportunities to women.

KATY GOTCH, HEAD OF GROUP 
STRATEGY, HOME RETAIL GROUP

We have a policy of diversity across all 
levels of the organisation and we’ve 
now introduced an element of targeting 
as policy alone wasn’t making enough 
difference.

SIR CHARLIE MAYFIELD, CHAIRMAN, 
JOHN LEWIS PARTNERSHIP

Consider reverse mentoring to educate leadership 
in creating a more inclusive environment. This is 
something a male managing partner in his mid-50s 
at a professional services firm, who was mentored 
by a high-potential woman 20 years his junior, has 
recently publicly described as “a breakthrough” for 
him personally.

Retailers must also actively design talent 
programmes that build cross-functional knowledge 
and focus on the skills required for the future. The 
recently published report: ‘The DNA of the Future 
Retail CEO’, shows just how different the future CEO 
will look. Rather than requiring specialist product 
knowledge and deep store operations experience, 
the 2020 CEO will need a strong understanding of 
digital commerce and omnichannel, will be data-
driven and have international market experience.

Only by proactively managing their talent pipeline 
will retailers be able to equip emerging leaders 
with the skills they need to become tomorrow’s 
accomplished leaders. And these leadership skills are 
very different from that of today’s.

To retailers: in addition to active sponsorship, this 
means creating and enabling strong networks so 
that your emerging leaders can access role models. 

To senior female leaders: this means that you 
have a responsibility to get involved. Many of our 
interviewees are already actively involved in informal 
mentoring inside and outside their organisations. 

Don’t be afraid to challenge the status quo. 
Take risks, and even if you get it wrong, you 
will learn something from it.

VICTORIA HODGES, PEOPLE & CULTURE 
DIRECTOR, WHITE STUFF

TALENT CAN BE EMPOWERED

How can organisations better support women on 
their career journey? Mentorship, sponsorship and 
coaching are well-established as fundamental to 
the success of any talent programme. However, that 
talent programme needs to be inclusive from the 
outset. And the definition of leadership needs to be 
based on an unbiased profile. It should be inclusive 
– one that is heavily weighted on skills, mindsets and 
strengths, rather than experience alone.

THE REALITY. . .

Women in Retail & Elixirr | Excuse #2 – the reality
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The senior women in organisations need 
to push the agenda on creating mentoring 
networks. No amount of cheerful males 
trying to help has the same impact of a 
really dynamic female network with specific 
mentoring and role modelling.

SIR IAN CHESHIRE, CHAIRMAN,  
DEBENHAMS

Looking back at Figure 1, we can see that networking 
is considered influential in achieving a leadership 
position. To all you emerging leaders out there: our 
interviewees would strongly encourage you to work 
on building your network – internally and externally. 
This will help you build your confidence and give 
you instant access to different perspectives of your 
business and of the industry.

Celebrate and encourage the women 
behind you and don’t see them as a threat. 
Women should champion other women.

SALLY HEATH, ECOMMERCE DIRECTOR, 
NEW LOOK

Building strong relationships has helped me 
progress. There are genuine opportunities 
for anyone to get on. You just have to be 
brave and believe that you can get there.

SHARON MAWHINNEY, PEOPLE 
DIRECTOR – RETAIL, MORRISONS

The unfortunate truth is that there aren’t that many 
senior female role models inside many retailers, 
because there are less women in executive positions. 
But, this doesn’t mean emerging leaders cannot 
access them – it’s not an excuse. 

Retailers must look outside their own walls and 
partner with external organisations to give their 
future leaders access to a wider pool of role models 
and like-minded professionals. It’s encouraging to 
note that many are already realising this. Women 
in Retail recently held their first event specifically 
for emerging leaders, 85 women from 15 different 
retailers attended. Based on feedback, the demand 
is clearly there for more, and they have planned 
future events to inspire, and create a community  
for, emerging female talent in the industry.

We need to remember however, that strong female 
role models are diverse, just like strong male role 
models are diverse. The key to empowering your 
talent through networks is humanising these 
role models and including a variety of different 
personality types. It’s not a one-size-fits-all model. 
Many strong female role models can be found inside 
entrepreneurial and small business networks, in 
addition to industry-specific groups.

You want to inspire and empower your emerging 
leaders, and encouraging access to lots of female 
role models inside and outside of your own 
organisation will mean they will all be able to 
find someone they can relate to, learn from and 
ultimately be inspired by. 

This will give them the confidence to reach for 
opportunities that they wouldn’t have otherwise 
reached for.

Successful female role models are so 
important, but there’s just not enough of 
them! Successful women owe it to them-
selves, and they owe it to other women, to 
shout about their success – they must be 
prepared to put their heads above the par-
apet. The fact is that women don’t always 
help other women, not because they don’t 
care about women, but because they’re in 
an unsupportive culture that almost forces 
them to reinforce the same behaviour.

JACQUELINE GOLD CBE, CHIEF  
EXECUTIVE, ANN SUMMERS
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Flexibility

FLEXIBLE WORKING DOESN’T WORK FOR RETAILERS

Our interviewees highlighted the traditional  
operational nature of retail as heavily and negatively 
impacting on work-life balance. According to one  
CEO, “Traditionally, retail has been 10% strategy,  
90% retail operations”. “Retailers are action junkies”,  
stated one MD. It is a fast-paced environment where 
there is a propensity to “react and fix things”. 

This makes it difficult (or at least seem difficult) to 
accommodate flexible working. Long trading hours 
and traditional early morning meetings that coincide 
with school drop-offs can be a challenge for working 
mothers, who in today’s society, still bear the majority  
of childcare responsibilities.

There are a number of factors that stifle 
people making their way through – the long 
hours, a culture of very early meetings, and 
always being accessible 24/7.

JO WHITFIELD, CFO, THE CO-OP RETAIL

It’s not specific to retail that companies typically 
lose women at the vulnerable ranks between 
middle management and the first layer of senior 
management, as this happens to coincide with 
the child bearing age. The fact that it’s an industry 
agnostic problem is in itself, indicative that trading 
hours are not a valid reason for the drop off. 

What is clear however is that as an industry, retailers 
are not providing flexible working options that work. 
This is why their female talent pipeline deteriorates 
rapidly at this point. It appears that they’re filling the 
pipeline with future competitors and threats to their 
market share instead…

A re-entry point for people who step off the 
work train is missing… this often results in 
women going and becoming entrepreneurs 
because nobody else provides a community 
for them.

MATT KELLEHER, MANAGING DIRECTOR, 
MORRISONS.COM

As eloquently stated in Jayne-Anne Gadhia’s 
review of women in financial services, “This is 
not just about childcare. Women are leaving 
because the culture isn’t right.” And it appears 
the same is true in retail.

EXCUSE #3.. .

Women in Retail & Elixirr | Excuse #3 
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RETAIL IS 24/7. WE’RE ALL PART-TIMERS.

Trading hours are getting longer with 
omnichannel, so we are all essentially 
part-time workers in retail as no-one works 
24/7. Therefore, how could we utilise this 
model differently or better to build in more 
flexibility?

JANE NICHOLAS, REGIONAL HEAD OF 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE, BOOTS

Well said. Retailers need to look toward the future 
to even catch up with today. Nobody works 24/7, 
so we’re all part-timers. And we’re all (sometimes 
too) connected through our smartphones, instant 
messaging, social media and too many other 
different communication platforms to name.  
So, do hours worked and face time really matter  
that much in retail anymore? Is that what leads to 
bottom line results?

Retail being 24/7 is the opportunity, not the  
problem. It’s time to challenge convention.  
Retailers are “action junkies”? Perfect. It’s time to 
“react and fix things” by changing outdated cultures 
and practices. For example, does everyone always 
need to be physically present for the 7am Monday 
trading meeting? And given the possibilities of  
real-time analytics, does it even need to be at  
7am on a Monday anymore? 

Retail job design needs a massive overhaul, 
transforming roles to reflect a focus and importance 
on outputs, not hours worked or face time. This 
change must be based on what employees need 
today and are going to want tomorrow – forget 
yesterday. Leadership must advocate the use of 
technology to challenge presenteeism. For bricks 
and mortar staff, who clearly need to be physically 
present, continued use of shifts with more creative 
and accommodating criteria is the way to go.

Part-time as a term is demeaning – they 
have the same KPIs and scope but just 
work a different schedule. We need to 
embrace new ways of working and use 
technology to enable this.

TRACEY CLEMENTS,  
MANAGING DIRECTOR OF TESCO 
CONVENIENCE & CEO OF ONE STOP 
STORES 

Flexibility

THE REALITY. . .

It’s one thing to have number targets 
around the progression of women, but it’s 
often parenting that can be the real issue. 
It’s not so much about women, but about 
mothers, who often still take on the main 
responsibility for childcare. Retailers need 
to be far more flexible to accommodate 
this, particularly in retail operations/stores.

ANDREW HIGGINSON, CHAIRMAN, 
MORRISONS & CHAIRMAN, N BROWN 
GROUP

The pace of change in retail means that job roles 
are starting to evolve anyway, and success is much 
more dependent on skills, mindset and strengths 
than it is on experience. So, why not take the gender 
diversity agenda as another opportunity to throw 
old job descriptions out the window? Go back to 
basics: rigorously define the real outputs of each 
role (not the superficial ones) using analysis, set the 
objectives that they will be measured against, and 
design the profile to enable the job to be performed 
successfully while working flexibly.
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Flexible working is not an unobtainable myth or a 
buzz word, it must be real and advocated from the 
top. The senior team must lead by example when it 
comes to flexible ways of working. And then crucially, 
they must support their implementation.

I am an advocate of not being chained to 
the desk. It’s about results and delivery, not 
the how, where, or the hours you’ve put 
in. We have retained some great people 
on 3 days a week. We are challenging the 
assumption that leadership is everyone’s 
choice. There are alternatives such as  
being a technical expert. We have recently  
redefined our talent matrix from a  
9 box grid to a 4 box grid.

VICTORIA HODGES, PEOPLE & CULTURE 
DIRECTOR, WHITE STUFF

I have seen examples where women 
highlight the need to get home for 
childcare and the men moan about the 
‘lightweight’ women. It is the reality of 
life and we have got to have a greater 
facilitation of flexibility.

ANDY BOND, CHAIRMAN, PEP&CO

Actions speak louder than words, for 
example allowing returning maternity 
leavers to move to a four day week. This 
sets the tone.

HELEN ASHTON, CFO, ASOS

The women we spoke to who had successfully 
navigated maternity leave and returned as working 
mothers were those who weren’t afraid to speak up 
for what they needed. They took control and had 
an honest conversation with their employer about 
flexible work arrangements. The call for women? 
Propose suggestions about how to make it work and 
be flexible in return – it’s a two-way street, so does 
require a bit of give and take.

The call for retailers? Look forward. Studies show 
that 75% of millennials say that work-life balance 
drives their career choices. This means flexible work 
schedules, work from home policies, and appraisals 
based on outcomes and deliverables (not hours) are 
all important to them when selecting a job. Surely 
this number will jump to 80% for generation Z and 
even 90% for generation alpha? 

The diverse workplace of the future will 
require even more flexibility – and that 
doesn’t just mean accommodating parents 
returning to work. From people who want 
to go to the gym in the morning and work 
later in the evening to parents who want to 
start earlier in the day to pick their children 
up after school later on; retailers will need 
to provide the flexibility that will enable 
them to attract, develop and retain the 
best people in what is a competitive talent 
market.

SARAH WILLETT, HR DIRECTOR, SHOP 
DIRECT

Case studiesFlexibility

THE REALITY. . .

Women in Retail & Elixirr | Excuse #3
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It’s been stated that 33% of millennial males expect 
to take some or all caregiving2 responsibilities, 
compared with 22% of generation X and 16% of baby 
boomers. This number is quickly going up. Consider 
what that means for attracting and retaining your 
male talent today, and in the future… men want it all 
too. What happens when more men take extended 
career breaks in favour of caregiving responsibilities? 
Or have a 50% commitment to caregiving full-stop?

The millennials’ requirements will be 
different – e.g. their willingness to move 
around the country to get promoted isn’t 
going to happen and we better get our 
heads round it.

SIR IAN CHESHIRE, CHAIRMAN,  
DEBENHAMS

Retailers are already undergoing huge operational 
transformations so that they can connect and 
engage better with millennials as customers – the 
same now needs to happen to connect and engage 
with them as employees. And their requirements are 
gender agnostic.

By re-designing job profiles based on outputs, 
adapting their operating model and leading from 
the top, retailers have a unique opportunity not only 
to become more productive, but also to really make 
flexible working work. 

This is extremely attractive to all talent, not just 
women.
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Flexibility: 
Case study

WHITE STUFF  
White Stuff is investing in flexible working to 
retain their best talent. They are changing 
ineffective processes (challenging the number 
of meetings that one has to attend), investing 
in IT to provide remote access to data (to make 
working from home a reality), re-thinking shift 
patterns to enable 24/7 coverage, and they are 
starting to change their operating model. 

85% of White Stuff’s staff are women, and 
they work hard at helping women return to 
work after having a child. They help women 
stay connected while on maternity leave, with 
tailored ‘keeping in touch days’, and agree 
the level of contact and communication 
employees want before they leave. They 
support a phased return to work programme, 
and value the small things too, like welcoming 
women back on their first day with photos of 
their children on their desk. This makes a clear 
statement that they recognise the importance 
of family. 

2   We use the term caregiving to refer to childcare 
responsibilities and/or responsibilities to ageing relatives.

flexibility
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Call to action: 
9 recommendations for retailers
For retailers to really shift the dial, we recommend that leadership teams first commit to the three priority 
actions to achieving inclusivity. This is a giant step forward and will naturally start to lead towards achieving 
empowerment and flexibility, which we appreciate are larger transformations and harder to achieve. 

Below we propose our full set of 9 recommendations in support of the three themes highlighted in 
this report:

Women in Retail & Elixirr | Call to action

EMPOWERMENT flexibility

Actively design talent 
programmes that build  
cross-functional knowledge  
and focus on the skills required 
for the future.

 Identify and sponsor emerging 
female talent.

Establish female networks 
internally and externally.

Design jobs for a 24/7 world 
focussing on outputs, not hours 
worked.

 Adapt the operating model to 
enable flexible working and 
use technology to challenge 
presenteeism.

 Lead by example in the senior 
team when it comes to flexible 
ways of working.

Set gender balance targets, and 
continue to measure and report 
on them.

Make a deliberate decision 
to always consider female 
candidates for recruitment and 
promotion into key executive 
positions.

Appoint an Executive owner who is 
accountable for driving the gender 
diversity agenda at all levels, with a 
particular focus on the pipeline of 
emerging leaders.

2.

3.

1. 4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

2.1. 3.

Inclusivity
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Concluding comments:  
walking the talk

Retail is fast-paced and action driven. But it seems 
that when it comes to gender-balanced boardrooms, 
it’s a lot of talk, some action, but no significant 
change. The industry has been in crisis for a number 
of years now – clearly something is not working. 

Achieving gender-balanced leadership is not a retail 
specific issue. What is specific to retail is that 60% 
of employees and ~85% of customers are women. 
Because of this, we strongly believe that retailers 
have a very real opportunity to lead the way for other 
industries.

Organisations outside retail, such as Aviva, have 
already pledged to ensure at least 30% of their 
executive committees are always female. The 
financial services industry as a whole has come 
together to create a Charter – a commitment by  
HM Treasury and signatory firms to achieving  
gender balance. 

Building on this momentum, we call upon 
all retailers to collaborate together and 
do the very same thing in 2016: draw up 
an industry-wide Charter that pledges to 
achieve gender balance at all levels of their 
organisation. This report presents initial 
findings and recommendations. Its call to 
action for the industry is to drive positive 
change. 
Let’s all share, contribute and collaborate. We 
must learn from each other to raise industry 
consciousness, and invoke positive energy and 
action.

Only together can we really make a difference.  
Now is the time. 

Concluding comments:  
walking the talk

There’s nothing retailers can do to solve the problem unless that person at the top really believes 
and recognises the value of women. It’s about the will to change. Any company can achieve it. 
Newer businesses coming through have a different ethos – you don’t see it so much with the 
younger generation. We need retail leaders that really understand the benefit of women.

JACQUELINE GOLD CBE, CHIEF EXECUTIVE, ANN SUMMERS

This report is a call for positive action. Retailers can 
no longer afford to be passive on the topic of gender 
balance in the boardroom. It’s not just a gender 
issue, it’s a commercial one. The retail industry 
continues to face crisis and it’s clear the business 
model of today just is not working.

The fact is that women are opting out of the industry, 
and taking their experience and expertise with them. 
For example, they’re starting their own businesses 
to control their own time and find more meaning in 
their careers. Managing their pipeline of emerging 
leaders has never been so important for retailers.

And it’s not just women, it’s the modern dad and 
millennials – they’re all seeking the same thing. To 
survive, retailers must create a culture of inclusivity, 
empowerment and flexibility for all. Future 
generations will only seek more of it.

Inclusivity is the first big step. By achieving a culture 
of inclusivity at the top, retail organisations will 
naturally begin to achieve empowerment and 
flexibility. It is for this reason that we call on all 
retailers to commit to implementing three priority 
actions, aligned to inclusivity, in order to kick start 
effective change:

1.  Set gender balance targets, and continue to 
measure and report on them

2.  Make a deliberate decision to always consider 
female candidates for recruitment and promotion 
into key executive positions

3.  Appoint an Executive owner who is accountable 
for driving the gender diversity agenda at all 
levels, with a particular focus on the pipeline of 
emerging leaders.
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Profile of  
interviewees

Women in Retail & Elixirr | Profile of interviewees

A huge thank you to all of our interviewees, as without their support, candidness and passion, this report 
would not have been possible. We interviewed over 70 accomplished leaders across 44 retailers:

Ann Summers
Asda
ASOS
Avon
Bonmarché
Boots
Burberry
The Co-operative
Debenhams

Dunelm
Farfetch
FatFace
Figleaves
Halfords
Hallett Retail
Hobbs
Home Retail Group
Homebase

Jigsaw
John Lewis Partnership
Kingfisher
Land Securities
Leica Camera
LVMH
Morrisons
Mothercare
Musgrave Retail Partners

N Brown Group
New Look
Panache
PEP&CO
Pets at Home
Sainsbury’s
Selfridges
Shop Direct
Stella & Dot
 

Stella McCartney
Swarovski
Tesco
Timpson
Travis Perkins
Waitrose
White Stuff
Wilko

Executives from the following retailers have participated in this study*:

Retailers involved

* Views expressed by individuals are not necessarily representative of their organisations.

 
GENDER

 
SECTOR

TIME SPENT IN THE 
RETAIL INDUSTRY

FUNCTION 
BREAKDOWN

*   Specialist includes Pets, Children & Maternity, 
Photographic Retailing, Shoe Repair and Bicycle  
& Automotive Retailers

**  Other includes Property Development firm  
and Building Merchants

Food 25%
Apparel/ 
Clothing/
Fashion

25%

Home/DIY 10%
Department  
Store      10%

Pureplay  
e-tailer 8%

Specialist* 8%
Beauty/  
Personal Care 6%

Jewellery/  
Accessories 4%

Other** 4%

0 – 15 years 21%

16 – 25 years 40%

25+ years 39%

Commercial & 
Supply Chain 22%

People/HR 21%
Chairman/ 
CEO 11%

Finance & 
Strategy 11%

MD/GM 7%

Marketing/PR 7%
IT & 
Technology 4%

Stores 4%

Non-Exec 4%

E-commerce 3%

Other*** 6%

***   Other includes innovation, 
change and property roles

68%

32%
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About  

Women in Retail is the leading community for 
accomplished and emerging leaders in the sector.  
Our purpose is to enable increasing numbers of 
women to reach their potential in senior leadership roles.

Karen Richards founded Women in Retail in 2005, 
inspired by her own experiences as an accomplished 
retail leader. Women in Retail has grown to be the 
vibrant, warm, stimulating and inclusive community 
of women from a broad group of retail brands that it 
represents today. We run a full programme of events, 
develop thought leadership, create connections, 
mentor and support the personal and professional 
development of our future leaders.

Karen invited Fiona Davis to join forces with her in 
2015 to run Women in Retail together and create the 
next exciting chapter in the story. Working with their 
talented group of Trustees and with the support of 
premier sponsor Barclays and partner sponsor Elixirr 
they have an exciting and passionate vision for the 
future of the community. In addition to growing our 
thriving accomplished leader community, we support 
the pipeline of emerging leaders in their personal and 
professional development, to enable more women to 
achieve board roles, to the benefit of customers and 
the commercial performance of the retailer.
www.womeninretail.com

About 

Elixirr is a different type of consultancy – we help 
our clients change the game in their industries. 
Everyone’s talking about the future, a new digital 
world, but few are doing anything about it that’s 
working. We deliver actionable strategies and 
implementation focussed on achieving short-term 
results and long-term transformation.

We work alongside leading entrepreneurs, venture 
capital firms and startups, as well as the research 
labs of the established tech giants, in Silicon 
Valley and London. This adds to our ability to 
bring strategic insights and practical approaches 
for transforming business models and creating 
operational advantage for our clients. We also run 
‘The Pitch’, where we’ve put £1m on the table to get 
great business ideas off the ground, or grow existing 
businesses into great ones. We discover what’s 
possible and make it happen for our clients. 
www.elixirr.com
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